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A B S T R A C T

Herein, we report a new platform of machine learning-based speaker recognition via the flexible piezoelectric
acoustic sensor (f-PAS) with a highly sensitive multi-resonant frequency band. The resonant self-powered f-PAS
was fabricated by mimicking the operating mechanism of the basilar membrane in the human cochlear. The f-
PAS acquired abundant voice information from the multi-channel sound inputs. The standard TIDIGITS dataset
were recorded by the f-PAS and converted to frequency components by using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and
a Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT). The machine learning based Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) was de-
signed by utilizing the most highest and second highest sensitivity data among multi-channel outputs, exhibiting
outstanding speaker recognition rate of 97.5% with error rate reduction of 75% compared to that of the re-
ference MEMS microphone.

1. Introduction

Voice recognition is the most intuitive user-interface for bilateral
communication between humans and smart devices [1–4]. Speaker
recognition has received spotlight as a next big thing of voice user in-
terface (VUI) such as personalized voice-controlled assistant, smart
home appliance, biometric authentication based on artificial in-
telligence (AI) and internet of things (IoT) infrastructure [5–7].

The conventional speaker recognition was realized by a condenser
type microphone, which detects sound by measuring the capacitance
value between two conducting layers while supplying continuous
power. The condenser type microphone, however, has critical demerits
such as low sensitivity, high power consumption, and an unstable cir-
cuit due to the large gain of amplification [8–10]. Speaker recognition
also suffers from a low recognition rate, caused by limited voice in-
formation and optimal algorithms for a simple and accurate process. In
addition, the conditions for speaker recognition involve complicated
processes such as deep learning of big data, massive training, speaker

distance, and background noise [11]. Although complex algorithms are
utilized to solve these issues, fundamental research based on intrinsic
sound information is required to enhance the voice recognition rate as
the facile human mechanism of distinguishing speakers [12,13].

Recently, our group has developed a multi-channel flexible piezo-
electric acoustic sensor that can detect three discrete resonant fre-
quencies from sound waveforms inspired by the basilar membrane of
the human cochlear [14–17]. Although this acoustic sensor provides
sensitive resonant voice information, practical applications have not
been demonstrated due to a lack of device capability and a voice pro-
cessing algorithm.

Herein, we reported a machine learning-based speaker recognition
system enabled by a self-powered flexible piezoelectric acoustic sensor (f-
PAS) with a highly sensitive multi-resonant frequency band. A flexible
piezoelectric membrane was employed using inorganic-based laser lift-
off (ILLO) to fabricate the basilar membrane (BM)-inspired f-PAS. The
speech waveforms of standard TIDIGITS dataset were recorded by the
multi-channel f-PAS and converted into frequency domain signals by
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using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and a Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) to obtain the characteristics of the frequency components. A
multi-channel machine learning algorithm based on a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) was utilized for speaker recognition, resulted in a t-
Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) plot of STFT feature
between training dataset and testing utterance. Finally, the f-PAS
achieved a 97.5% speaker recognition rate with the 75% reduction of
error rate compared to that of the reference MEMS microphone.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Fabrication of the f-PAS device

Spin-coating of a PZT chemical solution (MEMS Solution, Inc.,
soultion concentration of 0.4M) was conducted at 3000 rpm for 20 s,
for making a PZT thin film thickness of 1 µm. A PZT solution was coated
on the rigid sapphire (Hi-Solar Co.), and subsequently heat treated at
600 °C for 80min by RTA for crystallization of the PZT thin film. After
the crystallization, the O2 plasma was treated on the surface of PZT thin
film by using inductively coupled plasma-reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE,
SNTEK Co.). The ultraviolet (UV) curable adhesive was spin-coated on
PZT membrane to attach the polymer membrane with the thickness of
50 µm. After that, the inorganic-based laser lift-off (ILLO) process (XeCl
excimer laser, wavelength of 308 nm, scanning frequency of 9 Hz and
650×650 µm2) was conducted to separate the rigid sapphire substrate
and transfer to the flexible polymer membrane. Electrodes (Cr and Au
electordes, 15 nm and 120 nm of thickness, respectively) were de-
posited on PZT membrane by sputtering process. The conventional li-
thography and etching process were applied to pattern the seven
channels of IDEs (2mm line spacing, 100 µm intergap and 60 µm
width). A UV sensitive PU passivation layer was coated on the patterned
multi channel f-PAS to protect the polymer membane and PZT thin film.
Finally, passivated f-PAS device was then interconnected on the multi
channel PCB by appling the silver paste.

2.2. Electrical signal measurements

The electrical signals of the f-PAS from the sound waveforms were
measured by a National Instruments (NI) Sound Module and a Keithley
sourcemeter (Keithley 2612A). A speaker and a function generator were
used to apply the monochromatic waveform, frequency sweep (white
noise), and voice sounds of TIDIGITS dataset to the f-PAS.

2.3. Measurement of voice signals from f-PAS and commercial MEMS
microphone

To record the signals from the f-PAS and the reference MEMS mi-
crophone in the commercialized cellular phone (Samsung, Galaxy S8),
they were located above the same distance from the speaker. The sig-
nals from f-PAS and commercial MEMS microphone were measured by
applying the TIDIGITS sound signals. All voice signals were emitted
through the speaker, and measured through the National Instruments
(NI) Sound Module. Sampling frequency of measured electrical signals
from both f-PAS and the reference MEMS microphone was fixed as
8 kHz, with the direct connection of f-PAS and MEMS microphone to
the NI Sound Module.

2.4. GMM algorithm for speaker recognition

GMM method with a weighted sum of multiple probability density
functions (PDF) was used including mean vector and covariance matrix.
The covariance matrix was constrained to be diagonal to avoid over-
fitting of GMM process. The parameters of GMM algorithm were
learned using Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, which is an
iterative method to find maximum likelihood or maximum posteriori of
parameters.

2.5. Comparison of speaker recognition rate between f-PAS and commercial
MEMS microphone

From the speaker recognition process via GMM algorithm, speaker
recognition rates of f-PAS and commercial MEMS microphone was
compared depending on the increasing of mixture numbers. For the
acquisition of training dataset, each electrical signal from the f-PAS and
MEMS microphone was measured by applying the TIDIGITS sound
signals. Consequently, the f-PAS training dataset was trained by using
the f-PAS electrical signals, and the commercial MEMS mic training
dataset was trained by using the MEMS microphone signals, respec-
tively. Error rates of f-PAS and commercial MEMS microphone were
calcuated from the simple equation of 100 (%) – recognition rate (%).

3. Results

3.1. Machine learning-based speaker recognition system from multi-channel
f-PAS

Fig. 1a schematically illustrates the overall concept of a machine
learning-based speaker recognition enabled by the multi-channel f-PAS.
A flexible Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 (PZT) membrane providing piezoelectric
responses was fabricated by utilizing a similar protocol of ILLO as our
previous paper [18–21]. A PZT sol-gel film was deposited on a sapphire
substrate by spin coating and then crystallized using rapid thermal an-
nealing (RTA) at 700 °C for 75min [22]. The inorganic piezoelectric thin
film was detached from the mother sapphire substrate by irradiating an
excimer laser of XeCl (wavelength of 308 nm, scanning frequency of
9 Hz, and photon energy of 4.03 eV) from the backside of the mother
substrate, and subsequently transferred onto a polymer membrane of
50 µm thickness [17,23,24]. A concaved trapezoidal design was applied
to the f-PAS to produce multiple piezoelectric signals. Compared to our
previous piezoelectric acoustic sensor with large size and sharp three
resonant frequencies, the multi-resonant band f-PAS was integrated in a
small single chip that covered entire voice frequency range with high
sensitivity [17]. Seven channels of interdigitated electrodes were pat-
terned on the PZT membrane using photolithography and an etching
process [25]. The self-powered flexible piezoelectric membrane was at-
tached to a printed circuit board (PCB) to generate an electrical signal by
the displacement vibration. Resonant oscillations in the flexible piezo-
electric membrane were produced by human voice stimulation of the
TIDIGITS dataset, which is composed of acoustic signals of digit se-
quences to evaluate voice recognition [26]. The multiple piezoelectric
signals were generated by a resonant vibration of multi-channel self-
powered acoustic sensor, acquiring abundant voice information [27].
Machine learning-based training of TIDIGITS voice data (40 people, 2800
speeches) was performed by using a GMM algorithm, which is modified
for multi signal processing [28–30]. Finally, the speeches of a random
person were compared with the trained dataset for speaker recognition.
Fig. 1b shows a photograph and schematic illustration of the multi-
channel f-PAS and corresponding electrical output generated by sound
input. The f-PAS output voltage as a function of time was generated from
standard male speech of TIDIGITS (Male, voice of 84149) [26], in-
dicating that the piezoelectric acoustic sensor successfully recorded the
human voice. Note that our self-powered sensing of sound waveforms is
operated without an external power supply [31], which is a significant
advantages for low power mobile or always-on IoT applications [32–34].
In contrast, commercialized condenser type acoustic sensors require
continuous external power source to measure the capacitance between
two conducting layers even when they are not sensing the voice.

3.2. Experimental setup and electrical output signals of f-PAS from
incoming sound wave

Fig. 2a shows a photograph of the sound recording experimental
setup for speaker recognition. An anechoic chamber consisting of
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acoustic absorbent and a stationary table was employed to remove the
external noise and sound waveforms reflection [35,36]. A speaker was
placed under the f-PAS (and commercialized reference microphone) to
input a frequency sweep from 100 to 4000 Hz at 94 dB sound pressure
level (SPL) via a function generator. Relative responses (log scale) of
the f-PAS were measured by a PXI sound module, and then normalized
to 0 dB at 1 kHz from the average of seven channels. Fig. 2b presents the
relative responses of the multi-channel f-PAS over the voice frequency
range (from 100 Hz to 4 kHz) under the condition of white noise, a
random signal of equal intensity. Among the seven channels, the re-
lative responses from four channels (2, 4, 5 and 6) were plotted to
present the different frequency response of the corresponding channels.
Multiple resonant piezoelectric outputs were measured at various re-
sonance frequencies of 630, 1060, 1290 and 1710 Hz. The highest re-
lative responses of 26.7 dB and 23.5 dB could be measured through
channels 2 and 5 at 630 Hz and 1060 Hz, respectively. The maximum
relative sensitivity of channel 2 presented 30mV at 1 kHz as shown in
Fig. S1, which is higher than that of the MEMS microphone [37]. This
high sensitivity of f-PAS enables the applications such as speaker re-
cognition, which was limited to the previous acoustic sensors [17]. The
resonance-based multi-channel f-PAS could recognize minute sound
information compared to the highly amplified MEMS microphone,
providing ample voice input for accurate speaker recognition as ex-
pressed in Fig. S2. Relative responses from other channels (1, 3 and 7)
are shown in Fig. S3. Note that the optimal combination from discrete
portions of multi-channel frequency signals can be intentionally se-
lected for increasing a speaker recognition rate. Fig. 2c shows sound
signals and frequency domain data of original TIDIGITS speech and the
f-PAS. Fig. 2c-i shows original sound waveform of TIDIGITS speech
(Woman, voice of 063). This sound signal of the time domain was
converted into the frequency domain by using a FFT and a STFT.
Fig. 2c-ii presents the sound waveform, FFT and STFT of the same
TIDIGITS speech recorded by channel 2 of the f-PAS. The FFT algorithm
represented the sound information as a function of the frequency do-
main, showing the major frequency components contained in the
acoustic signal. The STFT algorithm contains multiple frames of the
sound FFT signal over a short shifting period to analyze the time

varying characteristics of frequency domain signals. The definition of
STFT is given by Eq. (1) [38],

∑= −
=−∞

∞ −w m x T n m eX(k, n) ( ) ( * ) j πk
N m

m

2
(1)

where x is the original signal, N is the window size, T is the window
shift period and w is the window function. Both commercial MEMS
microphone and f-PAS go through the same noise reduction of GMM
algorithm called hamming window. Hamming window was used to
prevent the spectrum distortion during the STFT process. The voice
signal converted to STFT was utilized to perform speaker recognition
using the GMMmachine learning algorithm. Similar data obtained from
channel 5 are shown in Fig. S4. Note that the slight difference in the
acoustic signals between the original sound and the f-PAS is ascribed to
the non-flat response of the resonant f-PAS frequency band.

3.3. GMM-based machine learning algorithm for the speaker recognition of
f-PAS

Fig. 3a shows a flow chart of GMM based machine learning to
process speaker recognition from the multi-channel voice data of the f-
PAS. The GMM based algorithm consists of training and testing using
the standard TIDIGITS dataset (20 men and 20 women speakers, 77
speeches per each speaker, a total of 3080 voice data). The forty
speakers randomly selected from the TIDIGITS dataset were recorded
by the multi-channel f-PAS and then converted to STFT features, which
is calculated by weighted summation of STFT absolute value. Among
the 3080 TIDIGITS datasets of speaker recognition algorithm, the 2800
data were used for training data and the remaining 280 data were
utilized for testing data. A statistical GMM method depending on the
number of mixture was used for determining speaker recognition, as a
simple illustration of Fig. S5. A mixture was defined as the number of
Gaussian distributions representing STFT feature. Fig. 3b shows the
trained STFT features visualized in t-SNE plot. The t-SNE plot embeds
high-dimensional data of similar objects into a low-dimensional space,
which is related with probability distribution of similar clusters among
2800 training data. Fig. 3c presents the majority voting method used to

Fig. 1. Overall schematic of the machine learning-based
speaker recognition system and its multiple signals from f-
PAS multi-channel. (a) Overall schematic of the machine
learning-based speaker recognition system. The f-PAS with
multi-channel provides multi signals while the piezo-
electric membrane vibrates in response to the speaker's
voice. The training and test procedure demonstrate the
machine learning process using GMM algorithm. Speaker
recognition is implemented by this process. (b) A photo-
graph of f-PAS and a schematic of multi-channel flexible
piezoelectric acoustic sensor with its output voice signal,
which consists of multiple signals.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for measuring the signals from the f-PAS and its electrical output signals from the incoming sound wave. (a) Photograph of overall
experimental setup for measuring the displacement and electrical output of the f-PAS in anechoic chamber. The inset shows the commercialized cellular phone
located on the speaker and the f-PAS. (b) Relative response of f-PAS over the frequency sweep of 100–4000 Hz. Resonance frequency of channels 2 and 5 appeared at
650 Hz and 1080 Hz, respectively. (c) Comparison of original and the f-PAS sound signals (Woman, voice of 063). i) original sound signal, FFT response and STFT of
original sound signals. ii) the f-PAS signal, FFT response and STFT of the f-PAS signals. The STFT is multiple frames of the time varying FFT signal over short pieces of
period to analyze the time-dependent characteristics of frequency domain signals.
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test the speaker recognition process. When an input test signal is given,
the STFT method generates multiple frames of FFT signals over time
period. The likelihood of the test speaker was calculated according to
each frame by comparing the training and testing results, and finally
majority voted speaker was determined as the frame increases. This
speaker recognition process can be expressed by below Eq. (2) [39],

∑= =
=

C y Cˆ argmax 1[ ]C
n

M

n
1 (2)

where y denotes the predicted class for each frame and M denotes the
number of frames in a STFT. The inset shows a schematic illustration of

the speaker recognition process. Every speaker recognition was eval-
uated by averaging 10 iterations of the speaker recognition rate to in-
crease the reliability, as described in our previous reports of machine
learning algorithms [40–43].

3.4. Frequency responses of f-PAS and comparison of speaker recognition
rate between f-PAS and commercial MEMS microphone

Fig. 4a presents the relative responses of the multi-channel f-PAS
under a frequency sweep from 100 to 4000 Hz at the 94 dB SPL con-
dition. As shown in two-averaging (red line) and seven-averaging (blue

Fig. 3. Visual representations of GMM-based
machine learning algorithm for the speaker
recognition. (a) GMM algorithm flow chart of
speaker training process and test process using
the standard TIDIGITS dataset (20 men and 20
female speakers, 77 speeches per each speaker,
a total of 3080 voice data). The TIDIGITS da-
taset of 90% percent used for training data, and
10% for testing data. (b) The trained STFT
features visualized in t-SNE plot by 2800
training data of 40 people. The t-SNE plot
embeds high-dimensional data of similar ob-
jects into a low-dimensional space, which is
related with probability distribution. (c) The
majority voting method to test the speaker re-
cognition process over the frames in case of
finding 12th speaker.

Fig. 4. Frequency responses of f-PAS and
comparison of speaker recognition rate be-
tween f-PAS and commercial MEMS micro-
phone. (a) Relative frequency response of two-
averaging (red), seven-averaging (blue), the
most highest and the second highest signals
over the voice frequency range of 100 Hz to
4 kHz. All signals were normalized to 0 dB at
1 kHz. (b) Comparison of the speaker recogni-
tion rate of commercial MEMS microphone,
seven-averaging and two-averaging signals of
the f-PAS according to the number of mixture.
(c) Recognition error rate of commercialized
phone and the f-PAS (seven-averaging and
two-averaging) in the mixture number of 30.
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line), the selection of the channels for speaker recognition was de-
termined using the frequency responses of the multi-channel f-PAS.
Two-averaging was acquired by averaging the most highest and the
second highest responses selected from seven channel outputs as de-
monstrated in Fig. S6, whereas seven-averaging was obtained by
averaging all piezoelectric signals of the f-PAS. Note that two-averaging
and seven-averaging have the same amount of data, but seven-aver-
aging process includes low sensitive signals compared to two-averaging
process. The two-averaging exhibited higher sensitivity compared to
the seven-averaging (e.g., 26.7 dB higher at 650 Hz) over the entire
voice frequency band. Fig. 4b presents the GMM algorithm based
speaker recognition rate of two-averaging, seven-averaging and a
commercialized reference MEMS microphone according to the number
of mixture. The speaker recognition rates of the two-averaging, seven-
averaging and MEMS were increased and saturated as the number of
mixture was increased to 30, exhibiting 97.5%, 92%, and 90% re-
cognition rate, respectively. When a small number of mixtures was
applied, the speaker recognition rate of the MEMS microphone was
higher than that of two-averaging and seven-averaging, respectively.
However, as the number of mixture was increased, the recognition rate
of the f-PAS surpassed that of the reference microphone due to the fact
that the multi-channel f-PAS had more voice information for Gaussian
profiles compared to MEMS sensor. Fig. 4c shows the speaker re-
cognition error rate of two-averaging, seven-averaging, and the MEMS
microphone, calculated from the Fig. 4b of 30 mixtures. The error rate
of the two-averaging was 2.5%, exhibiting 75% lower than that of the
reference MEMS microphone. This excellent error rate of speaker re-
cognition was attributed to multi-channel sound signals and the highly
sensitive response of the two-averaging f-PAS data.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we successfully demonstrated a machine learning-
based speaker recognition system using a flexible piezoelectric acoustic
sensor by mimicking the operation mechanism of the basilar mem-
brane. The f-PAS can obtain the abundant and intrinsic voice in-
formation from the highly sensitive multi-channel membrane, which is
beneficial for identifying speakers. Incoming voice information of
TIDIGITS dataset were converted into FFT and STFT multi-data to ac-
quire the frequency characteristics of the human voice. The GMM based
speaker recognition algorithm was implemented for the training of
2800 data size, which is embedded in the t-SNE plot of probability
distribution. The 280 test process was performed by comparing the
STFT features and predicting the speaker over time frames. Finally, the
f-PAS achieved a 97.5% speaker recognition rate, which is 75% re-
duction of the error rate compared to that of the commercialized MEMS
microphone. The significant improvement of the speaker recognition
rate indicates that the f-PAS application can be further extended to
voice-based biometric authentication and highly accurate speech re-
cognition, which we are currently investigating.
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